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“You fool.” Those are not polite or diplomatic words. Those words are direct and
straightforward but more importantly for us they are spoken by God in the parable.
And that makes us pay attention because we don’t ever want to hear God saying
those words to us.
Jesus tells the story of a man who is rich and whose lands produce even more than
before. So the man decides to tear down the barns he has and build even bigger
ones. And then he says to himself “I can relax because I have all I need for years to
come.”
And honestly most of us probably wish we had this man’s life- no worries about
retirement, or bills, and to be able to just enjoy ourselves. To not fret about what
tomorrow may bring because we have more than enough for today and all the days
which follow. After all, isn’t that the dream? And isn’t it wise to put away money
for the future and to have enough that we don’t have to be concerned about what
might happen? Isn’t it smart to plan today for tomorrow?
Well, of course it is. I want to be clear that there is nothing wrong with earning and
enjoying the rewards of our labors. The Bible (especially in the Book of Proverbs
in the 8th chapter if you want to look it up), the Bible talks the importance of being
wise in the summer months and preparing for the winter which follows. It is
faithful to understand that seasons come and go and to be ready for the changes as
they happen in life. It is smart to work today to ensure a better tomorrow.
But, and you knew that word was coming, this parable isn’t about financial
planning. This story Jesus tells isn’t about money management any more than the
parable of the sower and the seeds is about gardening or the parable of the Good
Samaritan is about traveling. No, like those stories this parable is about faith and
how we are to live in the world.
The man in our parable is certain that he has all that he can ever need or want
because he has so much wealth. In his arrogance he plans to build bigger barns, to
have more storage for his riches, so he can never worry again. He assumes he has
everything in life. He thinks he has done, he has achieved, everything he needs to
do. Which is when God comes to the man and calls him a fool.
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And the original Greek is actually that cutting. The word “afrwn” (af'-ruin) means
“mindless” or “unthinking” so God says the man is stupid, he is unwise, he is a
fool. Because the man assumes that he needs nothing. And discovers very quickly
that actually he has nothing. For the man’s life is over that night and God asks
“what will happen to all you have now?” And we know the answer. All the man
placed his trust in, thought was important, assumed would bring him comfort and
peace and security now go to someone else and will do nothing for the man.
There is the line between smart and foolish, wise and reckless. Because there is a
very real and important difference between having possessions and not needing
anything. And if we stop seeing our possessions as blessings we are given and start
thinking that if we have enough possessions then we will have everything we can
ever need, we cross that line and become like the man in the parable.
Because the man in the parable isn’t a fool because he is wealthy, or that his land
produces abundantly- those are simply blessings in his life. No, he is a fool
because he thinks that he has everything because of what he possesses. That
because he has vast wealth that he doesn’t need anything else.
Now Jesus tells the parable in response to a person who asks Jesus to help him get
more of an inheritance. And we don’t know the situation but we do know that the
laws of the land and the culture had clear rules about inheritance. And it sounds
like the person who comes to Jesus isn’t happy that they are not getting more.
Which is why Jesus tells them not to be greedy and to be aware of what provides
true riches in life. And then tells this parable of the wealthy man who gets richer,
thinks he has everything and dies that night. And while we may squirm a bit in our
seats we can accept what is being said because we know greed is a problem. And
we know that things like health, happiness, and good friends and family are also
treasures in life. So while we don’t like the man being called a fool but we can see
how he has misplaced priorities.
But then Jesus says “So it is with those who store up treasures for themselves but
are not rich toward God” and that points the parable back at us. And we start to
wonder- Are we rich toward God? And what does it mean to be rich toward God?
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My grandfather had a heart condition that limited what he could do. So he never
took me out fishing or played catch with me or anything else that was physically
demanding. But he did play cards with me, lots of cards with me. In fact as a boy
my dream was to win at cards. I would think about it, plan strategy, and practice so
I could beat my grandfather at Crazy 8s. That was all that was important to me
when we sat down to play. That was my goal.
But you know what? Looking back I don’t care about who won or lost those games
of cards. I can’t remember the great plays I made or the good hands I was dealt.
What I treasure is the time my grandfather spent with me. The countless hours we
talked as we played. The patience he demonstrated and the lessons he shared about
being about being a good winner and a good loser. Because at the end of the day he
taught me that there are more important things then the score you have on the paper
when you finish.
And so let me back up to something in the parable which I’ve always wondered
about. When the man has the abundant harvest he is overjoyed and makes plans to
pull down his barns and build bigger ones to hold his increased wealth. And it is
clear that the man knows how to store up treasures for himself. But there is no
mention of anyone else, no family, no friends, no community, just that the wealth
will be there for the man.
But what if the man decides not to build bigger barns but shares his bounty? What
if he spreads the blessing to others, makes sure his neighbors have enough,
provides for any in need? What if he gives to a place experiencing a famine? What
if he chooses to give the increase to others instead of keeping the extra for himself?
The truth is that we all have blessings in our lives. And we need those blessings,
the wealth, the abilities, the time, for ourselves and our families. And there is
nothing wrong with that. But one of the things Jesus reminds us is that the
blessings we receive are not simply meant for us.
We receive them and use them but we are also meant to share them. That’s what
being generous is all about. That is what sharing is all about. That is what loving
your neighbour is all about. Using the blessings we have been given to be a
blessing in the world. For when we do that then we stop being rich toward
ourselves and become rich toward God.

